Completeness of data entry in three cancer surgery databases.
Clinical databases are regularly used for audit and research purposes. The accuracy of data input is critical to the value of these tools, but little is known about the factors which influence the completeness of data recording. The aim of this study was to evaluate the influences affecting completeness of data recording in computerized clinical databases of cancer treatment. Data omission rates in three databases dealing with management of breast, colorectal and gastro-oesophageal cancers were calculated. The effects of (a) type of record; (b) nature of data and (c) training required to interpret data were evaluated by univariate and multivariate analyses. The overall data omission rate was 21.9% (upper GI 27.6%, breast 19.6%, colorectal 32.7%, P=0.13). For different categories of data, omission rates varied from 0% to 55%. Fields requiring a 'text field' or 'numerical' entry, or containing demographic data, data required for the process of care or data which required no interpretation were associated with low omission rates. Clinical data, and fields requiring a 'yes/no' response were associated with high omission rates (45 and 48% respectively). Clinical data and data relating to patient demographic details were independently associated with high and low omission rates respectively (odds ratios for significant missing data 86.9 and 1 respectively). Clinical data are poorly captured by current cancer surgery databases. Reasons for the poor completion of fields requiring input by clinical staff, particularly availability of time and training, and prioritization of work, should be addressed. Re-design of databases to ensure that data entry is simple and unambiguous may improve accuracy.